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AGENDA

1.

PRESENTATION
lUPICS.

OE'

PAPERS

AND

VERBAL

CDNfRIBUTIONS

CN

SPECIAL

Size and species selectivity of fishing gear with particular
reference to fish stock surveys and rrethods of guantifying
effects of fish behaviour on gear performance.

-e

•

1.1

"Preliminary results on the effect of environrrental factors on
trawl catches". R. D. Galbraith.

1.2

"Operational conditions of stock assessment and possible means to
improve their performance". Dr. E. Dahm (Verbal and Video).

1.3

Catch a:mparison between rockhoppers and bobbins ground gear on
the Norwegian bottorn sanpling trawl". Arill Engas.

1.4

"Diurnal changes in vertical fish distribution and composition of
bottom sanpling trawl catches". Aud Vold Soldal.

1.5

"Effectiveness and size selectivity of
surveys". Dickson, Williarn.

1.6

"Selectivity of the Danish seine as investigated by the twin
codend rrethod". Isaksen, Bjornar.

1.7

"Selective shrimp trawls".

1.8

"Selectivity experiments
fishery". R. Fonteyne.

1.9

"Selectivity of sole tranmel nets".

1.10

"Further performance
O. Hagstrom (Verbal).

1.11

"Selectivity
experiments
G. Thorsteinsson (Verbal) •

1.12

"Economical
Veenstra.

1.13

"Why few Dutch bearn trawlers use a controllable pitch propeller".
W. C. BIom.

1.14

"Appraisal and experimental checking of the performance
conventional and ducted propellers". G. Messina.

1.15

noise

in Arctic

L. Karlsen.
with

bearn

with
on

trawls

used

in

coas ta 1

J. Sacchi (Verbal).

measurements

control

trawl gear

Dutch

of

the

G.O.V.

trawl" •

square

mesh

ccx:!ends".

bearn

trawlers".

F.

A.

oE

"A note on the investment appr-aisal of new fishing techniques".
B. van Maden.
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2.

PRESENTATION
TOPICS.

2.1

Flume Tank testing of 1:4 scale model trawl doors.

2.2

01"

PAPERS

AND

VERBAL -CONTRIBUTIONS

CN

GENERAL

N. Ward.

"Simple Ireans to Ireasure the breaking strength of float lines".
Dr. E. Dahrn (Verbal).

'e

•

2.3

"Measurements of the flow in codends".

2.4

Calculation of trawl friction drag on sand and mud.

2.5

"Estimation of the drag of trawls of known geoIretry".
Wileman and K. Hansen.

2.6

"Full scale trials with
Bjordal, Asmund and Video.

2.7

"Norwegian longline experiments, 1987".
Asmund.

2.8

"Height and spread of the Danish seine".
Larsen, Roger.

2.9

"Observations (UlV) of different types of ground gear for seine
nets". Isaksen, Bjornar & Larsen, Roger (Verbal and Video).

2.10

"Stacking systems for lead and floatline in purse seine fishery".
Beltestad, Arvid (Verbal and Video).

2.11

"Trials with large Ireshes in .purse seine".
Misund, OIe Arve (Video).

2.12

"The design of a vertical separator panel trawl for conducting
conparative codend selectivity experiIrents".
F. Chopin and
Video.

2.13

"Modern Norwegian longline vessel".

2.14

"Reaction of herring in relation to underwater light stimuli" •
Beltestad, Arvid & Misund, OIe Arve (Video).

2.15

"Trawl modifications aimed at reducing crab by-catch in flatfish
trawls". Ch. W. west and Video.

2.16

"Observations of the behaviour of Baltic herring in the vicinity
of and inside midwater trawls revealed by echo-sounding".
P. Suuronen.

2.17

"Sonar observations of schooling behaviour of mackerel dudng
purse seining". Misund, OIe Arve.
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H. S. T. Ferro (Verbal).

collapsible

fish
A

Lu Chi.

trap

surrmary.

D. A.

design".
Bjordal,

Isaksen, Bjomar

Beltestad, Arvid
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Bjordal, Asmund (Video).
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2.18

"The influence of deck-layout and noise on warking conditions on
board Norwegian fishing vessels". E. Kjerstad (Verbal and Video).

2.19

"Recent observations of large mesh pelagic
Marlen (Verbal and Video).

2.20

"Symposium of Fishing Gear and Fishing Vessel Design". F. Chopin
(Verbal). The Marine Institute, St. Johnls Newfoundland, Canada.
November 21 24, 1988.

2.21

"Fish behaviour in relation to fishing
Steinar (1991 Symposium), (Verbal).

2.22

"Study group on the effects of bottom trawling".
P. A. M.
Stewart (Verbal).
Meeting 24, 25, 26 May, Ijmuiden, The
Netherlands.

2.23

"Plankton sampling and the avoidance problem".

2.24

"Identification of problems in zooplankton sampling". 1. E.'verson
(Verbal) •

3.

PRCGRESS REPOR'IS.

4.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

•
6

trawls".

operations".

B.

van

Olsen,

D. N. MacLennan.

1.

PRESm.rATIOO OF PAPERS AND VERBAL <nmUBUI'ICRi ON
'lUPICS.

1. 1

Preliminary Results on the Effect on Environmental
Trawl catchcs (R. D. Galbraith).

THE' SPOCIAL

~'actors

on

review of data obtained from recent investigations into the
capture efficiency of sarrpling gears indicated that before any
conc1usions can be drawn considerably more data will have to be
col1ected.
The environmenta1 parameters being investigated
included water temperature, depth intensity, transmissability and
bioluminecence. This was in addition to the usual gear parameters
of headline height, depth, wing-end and door spread which were
also recorded.

A

1.2 Cperational COOditicns of Stock Assessment and Possible Means
lIrprove their Performance (Dr. E. DahIn - Verbal ,. Video).

to

The video film examined fish escapement in three different types
of demersal samp1ing trawls, cod-hopper trawl, p1aice trawl and a
Danish Young fish trawl. Typical fish behaviour was observed and
critical areas for escapement were examined. It was evident that
some of the trawls probably needed re-designing, however the
project has only recently started and further data is to be
collected.
1.3

catch Cooparisori bet:Ween Rcx::klx>[pers aDd' Beti>in Ground Gear on
Norwegian Bottan sanpling Trawls (Arill Engas).
Corrparative fishing trials were carried out in the Barents Sea
with standard bobbin gear and rockhopper gear.
The results
confirmed those obtained from earlier experiments that the
rockhopper is more effective in catching fish close to the bottom
especially small ood and haddock.

•
-

1.4

Diumcll ~ in VertiC:a1" Fish" nisiri.liItioo aOO" 9Dpositicn of
Bottan 8anpling Trawl catches (Aud Vold Soldal) •
Experiments were conducted to corre1ate trawl samples with
accoustic estimates. The results from the trawl catches generally
showed higher catches of gadoids during the day time which is the
usual pattern, however the results fram the accoustic survey
showed the opposite.
It is thought that the trawl catches are
strangly affected by the differing behaviour of the fish in
different light levels.

7

1.5

Effectivenessäßd·Size·seiectlvitY·of·~l·oear·in·ÄiCtlc·Surveys
(Dickson William) •

The effeetiveness of trawls has been found to 00 dependant on
sweep length. The effeet that long and short sweeps have on cateh
rates on fish of different lengths are examined and a number of
eonelusions drawn. 80m sweeps biasses samples against small fish
in favour of large fish, 20m sweeps gives a good herding effeet
for cod but part of this may be due to the otter boards.
1. 6

selectivity of the DaniSh seine
Cod-End Method (Isaksen Bjornar).;

as

Investigated by the Twin

Seleetivity experiments were carri~~ out using a Danish seine with
twin cod-ends, one with diamond mesh and one square mesh and a
vertieal separating panel in the extension piece.
1he results
indieated superior seleetion faetor for haddoek using square mesh.
1.7

selective Shrinp .Trawls (KarlSen~ ludwig).
A review of progress being made to introduce the llli shrimp trawl

separating panel to comnereial fisheries in Norway.
The device
has been approved by Norwegian Fishery Direetorate as a
legislative deviee whieh allows vessels using the deviee to fish
inshore areas that would normally be closed to them. Approximately
100 trawlers in Northern Norway are now using it.

1.8 Select:i"ltY Exper:UrXmtS -with·
(Fonteyn R.)

•

aeam TI:awls' used

in

eoasw Fisheries

Aseries of experiments to examine the differenee in the seleetive
properties of diamond mesh and square mesh cod-ends on light beam
trawls showed no differenee between the two different rnesh shapes.
A POSsible explanation is that soles, the target speeies, by
reason of their flat body shape, are able to escape equally as
weIl from elosed diamond mesh as square mesh •

The seleetivity of both trammel and gill nets using several
different rnesh sizes were examined and compared graphieally. The
results showed that tramnel nets whose internal mesh size was
similar to that of the gill nets, were less seleetive owing the
fish beeoming enmeshed rather than gilled.
8

1.10

Further

..

Perlonnanoo' ~ritS- ·of t.lie ·G:Ö:V: .Trawl (Hägst::rr.m-0:

- Verbal).
Performance measurements of the G.O.V. trawl were presented and
the effect of the use of different sweep lengths in different
depths were discussed.
It was suggested that the same sweep
length should be used in all conditions.
l.ll

Selectivity" Experinents with Square Mesh Cod-Ends (Thorsteinsson
G. - Verbal).

The selectivity of square mesh cod-ends for cod and other rottom
fish species were studied in comparative fishing trails using twin
cod-ends. The resu1ts were very much dependant on catch räte, the
difference in selectivity was not very obvious in cod catches of
over 2 tonnes, whereas when catch rates were m:xierate the
selectivity of the square mesh was much better than the diamond
mesh cod-end.

1.12

Econcmi.cal Noise Contral on futch Beam Trawlers (Veenstra f'.A.)
Research has been carried out and data collected on the problem of
machinery noise on beam trawlers.
From the information ootained
recornnendations have been made of noise levels that should be
attainable on these vessels at a reasonable cost.

1.13

Why few Dutch beam trawlers use a controllable pitch propeller.
(Blan W.C.)

An investigation into the use of controllable pitch propellers was
carried out on beam trawlers. lhe conclusions reached were that
the additional cost of the C.P.P. were unfavourable in relation to
their benefits and their vulnerability to damage and repair costs
were also a disadvantage in beam trawlers.

•

1.14

Appraisal and ExI?erurentil1 ChecJ<ing of the·· Performances
ConventiCDal and fucted Propellers (Messina G.)

.

Data on the performance and efficiency of ducted propellers was
acquired and corrpared with that of a conventional propeller. The
results indicated that the ducted propeller compared favourab1y
and was an efficient tool for trawler propulsion.

9
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1.15

A

Note

<Xl.

i:he. InveStnenf' AIPräiSal- öf

NeIrI·

FiStllrij . Tectmigue5

(B. Van Marlen).

The najor cd teda and methods of calculation of the economic
performance of fishing boat and gear design 'Illere described.
Importance was given to the time, value of money and the concept
of discounting future cash flows to the present. The concept of
the use of electro-trawling gear was used as an exanple for
discussion.

•

•

•
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2.

PRESENrATIOO OF PAPERS AND VERBAL aBIRIBUTICR> ON GENERAL "lUPICS.

2.1

FluIDe' i'imk TestiÖg of 1: 4

SCäie' Mädel Trawl' Ih>rs'

(~ N~)

The proccdures for the systematic testing of a nurnber of k scale
trawl doors in a Flume Tank were described. 1he performance of a
single model trawl door is assessed by measuring the tensions and
angles of the warp and bridle which retain the door- in a fixed
position in the tank.
Results wer-e given for standard Hat and
vee doors over a range of angles of attack and ht.."el.
2.2

Sirrple

Means

to Measure the Break.iJ!1· StreJ!1th of Float Lines

(Dr. E. DahIn - Veroal).

Experiments were carried out to measure the breaking strength of
floatline, at least 20 breakages and 400kgs weight were required
to obtain a valid result.
Several rrethods of attaching the
headline to the floatline wer-e investigated, and it was found that
by fixing the rope continuously along the floatline it retained
80% of its strength.

2.3

Measurenents of the FloW in

Cod-Eßd.S

(R. S. T. Ferro - Verbal).

Measurements of the flow in cod-ends and idealised trawls were
made in order to improve the understanding of the flow in nets
both for model work and for studies of the basic factors affecting
selectivity. The studies showOO that with diamond mesh when using
100% of the towing speed of the vessel that there was a 75-80%
drop in flow along the cod-end and that there was very little
change in these figures even at lower- speeds. Square mesh on the
other hand'showect little reduction in flow.
2.4

•

cäIcUlation of Trawl Friction Drag on

Sand

aoo MUd' (Lu 011).

In or-der to accur-ately predict the drag of trawl gear it is
necessary to have a knowledge of the effect of ground gear
friction.
Aseries of experiments were carried out 00 land in
which the compar-ative dr-ags of various types of ground gear- were
measured over various bottom types. The results showOO that both
the coefficient of friction force and the weight in water of the
ground gear influenced the friction drag.
It was suggested that
the way in which the gear is riggOO can have a significant effect
on the fr-iction forces.

11

Large scale (l: 5) models were tested in the Flume Tank and their
geometry and resistance was measured after changing individual
sections. A mathematical model for estimating the total drag of
trawls was developed and checked against model measurements. 1he
experiments showed that altering the geometry of the rrouth of a
trawl can have a significant effect upon its drag.
"

2.6

Pull &ale Trials with a Collapsible Fish Trap Design.

Corrmercial fishing trials with a collapsible fish trap developed
in 1983 were carried out and gave promising results for tusk
(Brosme Brosme). Daily catches using 4-500 traps gave catch rates
of 4-5kgs per trap and significantly lower bait consumption
compared to longlines.
The traps however were not as effective
for the capture of other species such as cod.

Artificial baits showed promising results with higher than average
length of cod and tusk being caught.
Studies also showed that
predation by sea birds may have a significant effect on the
catching power of longlines. The use of swivels to connect sncxxis
to the mainline gave an average of 15% increase in catch rates.
A simple mechanised longline system has been developed using a
fibreglass random baiter. A simple splitting unit has also been

adapted for the system.

2.8

Measumrents of the
(Bjornar) •

•
./ " '

Height

aro Spread of the Danish seine.

lsaksen

Experiments were carried on a corrmercial fishing vessel using
"Scarunar" sensors to measure the spread and height of two types of
seine nets.
It was found that by small modifications to the
attachment of the sensors that it was possible to obtain
continuous information about the geometry of the gear throughout
the fishing operation.

12

2.9

Ch>erVatioos' 'of -Different- 'TypeS "o!:' GrOUnd "c;ear' fOl:: "seim' NetS.
lsaksen (Bjornar).

•

Film of different types of ground gear including the use of
plastic hobbins on seine nets was shown. Also the arrangement for
fixing the Scanmar sensors on the net was seen.
2.10

Stacking Systems for Lead an<! Floatlines 'in the Purse seine
Fishery. Beltestad (Arvid).
Various innovative methods developed to mechanise the hauling and
stacking of purse seine nets on a comnercial fishing vessel were
shown. A crane was used to manoeuvre the net and a hydraulic ball
hauler was used to haul and stack the leadline.
A cage type
hauler with hydraulic whcels had also been developcd to stack the
floats.

2.11
..

-

..

Trials with !.arge Meshes in

Purse

seine Nets~ 'Beltestad (Arvid).

Experiments showcd that the sinking speed of the net increased
with the increase in mesh size, whereas increasing the lead
weights only showed a marginal improvement in speed. 1he maximum
mesh size is limited and controlled by the size of the floats in
use. 1he use of a white panel of large meshes at the end of the
net deterred the escape of both herring and mackeral.

_.~~

2.12

1he Design of aVertical separator PaDel' Trawl 'for Ccnducting
Carparative Cod-End selectivity Experi.nents (Chqlin F).
A 1:3 scale model of trawl to be used in selectivity experiments
was designed with a vertical separator panel and twin cod-ends and
was tested in a Flume Tank. Problems had bcen experienced at sea
with fish avoidance reactions and with the panel tearing out. The
model tests highlighted the problem areas and improvements in the
design were made. A rnodified full-scale net is now in use at sea.

•
~

2.13

M<xIern

Norwegian Ia!11ine Vessel.

Bjorda! (Asnimd).

Film was shown of the latest automated Norwegian longline vessel
built at a cost of 22m Norwegian Krone. The vessel can set up to
30,000 hooks, and processes and freezes the fish on board with a
crew of 12 men.
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2.14

Rec3.ctioo" "of"

°Herr§ - "iJio, Reiiltiäl

to prldCmt:er

LiQht· si:i.üUiL

Beltestad (Arvid).

In order to increase the efficiency of coastal purse seines
expedments were carried out to investigate the reaction of
herring to light stimuli.
rIhe results showed that scattered
layers of ooth spawning and feeding herdng may be concentrated
and guided by the use of underwater lights.
2.15

.-

Trawl Modifications °AiIred at Reducing Crab By-catch in Flatfish
Trawls.
Following a project which examined the impact of bottam trawling
on red king crab and other demersal ospecies, vadous sorting
mechanisms whereby the crab catch was substantially reduced were
investigated. Trials were carried out with two devices - a crab
panel and a crab chute. The crab panel reduced the crabcatch but
about 40% of the fish was also lost. The crab chute did not lose
any fish but approximately 50% of the crabs were rerroved fram the
catch. lhe rrortality of escaped crabs was not assessed •

.,

\

.........

2.16

Öbserv-ations of the Behaviour oE Baltic Herring in the Vicinity of
and Inside Midwat:er Trawls (&'uuronen P.)
The behaviour of Baltic herring in the vicinity of and inside
midwater trawls were studied.
The observations provided no
evidence that large herring have mark~~ avoidance reactions to a
trawl in Autumn, nor did escape reactions show any clear
dependance on size, although small herdng escaped in greater
m.rrnbers than large herring.

2.17

of

SoÖar CbServaÜons"
sChOoling Behavioor . oE MaCkeral
seining (Misund ale Arve).
°

D.ll:-ing PuI:se

The swinrning behaviour and hodzontal dimensions of mackeral
schools have been quantified by the use of rnultibeam true motion
sonar during purse seining in the Northern North Sea. The average
school area was proportional to total biomass of the area. The
schools also performed strang avoidance behaviour in relationship
to the vessel and escaped capture in about 37% of cases.

•
2.18

~ Influence of Deck Layout and No1se on Working Conditions On
Board. Norwegian Fishi!9 Vessels (Kjerstad E.)

A project was described in which the optimum design of the deck
layout of fishing vessel was being investigated in order to create
efficient working conditions. A large number of vessel owners and
operators have been interviewed arid noise measurements taken on
vessels in order to reduce this'particular problem~
14

Video film was shown of recent observations of large mesh pelagic
trawls.
The observations of the large meshes showed good
correlation between their geometry and model tests carried out
earlier.
2.20

SynposilBll of Fishing Gear and Fishing Vessel Design (Chopin F.)
Areport was given on the preparations and format for the
Symposium of Fishing Gear and Fishing Vessel Design to be held in
St. Johns, Newfoundland, canada, November 21st-24th.
A good
response to the symposium was anticipated.

2.21

Fish Behavioor in Relati(Xl to Fishing Operations' (1991 Synposium).
The proposed symposium was discussed by the working group and
recomnendations contained in paragraph 4.

2.22

Study GrouP (Xl

i:he EffectS of BOttan Trawliilg

(Stewart P. A. K.)

The members of the vJorking Group were reminded of the above
meeting which was to take 'place in Ijmuiden 24th-26th May 1988.
2.23

Plaßkton SarrplÜ!! and theAvoidan<:e PI:oblem (MacLennan D. N.)

The accuracy of stock estimates depends on knowing the efficiency
of the plankton sampler, the major problem is that sampler
efficiency can be greatly reduced because of 'avoidance reactions.
It is known that there is significant differences between day and
night catch rates.
A number of solutions were suggested and it
was recomnended that a study should be made of the cause of the
dayjnight differences.
.

•
.~

2.24

Identificatioo of Pi-oblems in ZoOplanktOO 8arrpling' (EverSon i.)
The principals in zooplankton sampling were considered such as the
target species, characteristics of the area of interest, critical
period, distribution and reaction and areas of investigation were
suggested, such as the characteristics of current samplers,
changes that could improve their characteristics.
Also their
accous'tic characteristics and the possibilities of the use of
accoustic equipment for use in surveys.

15
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I

3. Progress Reports
Prior to the meeting the convenor has requested that each country should provide written
progress reports on recent work on fishing technology and fish behaviour. The reports
were not given verbally as time did not pennit and it was suggested that any questions
should be directed to representatives of the particular country outside of the meeting.
Reports were received from each participating country and are reproduced here.
There was some discussion on the amount of time available to discuss matters of general
interest outside the framework of presentations.
The meeting is growing into a "Mini-Symposium" and the only possible ways to allow
more time for general discussion are:
- to extend the meeting;
- to limit the number of presentations;
- to skip other activities, that enable social contacts and private communication.
It was however not decided to alter the time schedule or the structure of the meeting.
Care should be taken in the future to avoid lengthy discussions on too specialised topics,
which may be dealt with more efficient in ad-hoc study groups.
The convenor asked for brief presentations covering the essential points.

•

•

•
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The WJrking Group accepted an invitation trom Dr. P. Hillis to
mect in Dublin. Topics for special subjectsi symposium and study
groups were discussed and the tollowing recommendations made:4.1

lhe Vbrking Group on Fishing Technology and Fish Behaviour
(Convenor Mr. B. Van Marlen) recommends that the next rreeting
should be held in Dublin trom· **
in conjunction with the
Fisheries Accoustics Science and Technology Vbrking Group to
consider in particular:a)

A review of the current state of knowledge concerning the size
and species selectivity of fishing gear with particular
reference to fish stock surveys and roothcds of quantifying the
effects of fish behaviour on gear performance.

b)

The methodology for evaluating the survival rate of fish (and
other organisms) that come in contact with fishing gears but
are not captured or landed.

c)

Engineering aspects of working on fishing vessels.

4.2

A joint session of this Vbrking Group and the Vbrking Group on
Fisheries Accoustics Science and Technology will be held on **
to discuss matters of common concern.

4.3

The Vbrking Group recommends that in view of the knowledge gained
in recent years and the advancement and wide application of modern
technology for direct underwater observation, that is should
advise the Fish Capture Cammittee about the needs for re-assessing
the standard procedures previously recommended by the Cammittee
for studies of trawl selectivity.
The Vbrking Group asked Mr. S. Olsen to consult relevant
colleagues and to prepare a proposal for consideration by the
Council at the Statutory Meeting in OCtober 1988.

4.4

The Vbrking Group notes that having regarded the problem of
avoidance in determining the capture efficiency of plankton
sanpling gear and the request fram the Larvae Ecology Vbrking
Group for assistance in this field it is therefore reconrnended
that an~ ad-hoc' study group on sanpling problems should be
established with the following terms of reference.
i)

To consider the capture efficiency of nets and other devices
used to sanple plankton and fish larvae.

ii)

To determine what behavioural and physiological mechanisms
contral sanpler avoidance reactions;
where these are rot
known;
to consider what research needs to be düne to
improve understanding of such matters.
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4.5
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4.6

iii)

To oonsider the design of plankton sampling gear and how it
might be irnpDOved to reduce avoidance reactions and to
oonquest uncertainty in the capture efficiency.

iv)

'1'0 report to the Biological Oceanography and Fish Capture
Comnittees.

The Vbrking GDOup recomnendecI that pending the results of the
Study GDOup on net drawing (Chairman Mr. V. Van Marlen) that a
further meeting will be held with the following terms of
reference:a)

To review the draft ISO standard (3169) on net drawing and
current practices in net design and manufacture, paying
particular attention to oorrputer-aided design oonventions.

b)

To recomnend an international standing for drafting net plans.

c)

'1'0 report to the Fish Capture Comnittee at the 1989 Statutory
Meeting.

The WJrking GDOUp recoITmends that a Symposium on Fish (animal)
Behaviour in relation to Fishing Operations should be held in
1991. The oonvenor is to be Professor S. alsen and the suggested
venue is Bergen, Norway during the third week of June. The terms
of reference for the symposium should be similar to that of the
1967 symposium:To evaluate known facts and prevailing theories on way fish react
to their envirorunent and to each other when oonfronted with
various means of capture.
lt is recoITmEmded that a draft PDOSpeCtus should be prepared for
presentation to the lCES council meeting in OCtober.
A scientific steering gDOup consisting of Professor S. alsen, Mr.
B. Van Marlen and Dr. C. Wardle should be established •

•
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PROGRESS REPORT BELGIUM

Trawl gear
The research on trawl gear was mainly aimed at the reduction of towing
resistance by adapting existing fishing gear or introduction new techniques.
On board the research vessel "Belgica" a ~-panel trawl has been tested.
Data on the net opening and the. forces acting on the rigging were recorded.

(

A similar net was used on board a 225 hp beam trawler. The warps were lead
through the blocks at the tip of the beam which results in an extra spread
and permits the use of smaller otter boards. The catches however were
rather poor compared to those obtained by trawlers using the traditional
semi-pelagic nets.
Trials with an adapted rigging will be continued.this year.
Beam trawling

•

Trials were conducted with a combination of a chain mat and flip-up rapes.
This combination permitted the use of a somewhat lighter chain mat without
affecting the catch rate of the trawl. A significant decrease in by-catch,
less darnage to the trawl and hence less loss of catches, less injured fishes
as weIl as less tear and wear of the netting were established.
Work on the overload protection system for the beam trawl fishery was continued.
This system improves the safety on board beam trawlers. The winch breaks open~
automatically if a previously set overload is reached, in case of a maximum
load difference between the two warps and in case of a sudden increase in
load in one of the warps.
Electrical fishing
A new underwater pulse generator has been developed. Experiments conducted
with an electrified shrimp beam trawl and laboratory measurements on the field
strength between two electrodes were performed.
Selectivity

•

On board a small commercial beam trawler comparative selectivity experiments
with diamond and square mesh codends were carried out. No differences between
the selectivity parameters of both types of codends could be established.
In the same project a comparison was made between the results of pelectivity
experiments using the covered codend technique and a variant of the parallel
fishing technique. The latter gave rise to lower 50 ~ retension lengths and'
hence to a lower selectivity factor.

Hesh shrinkage
A new series of rneshshrinkage experim~nts has been started. In these
experiments the effect of sediments on "netting under tension will be
examined.

ICES FISHING TECHNOLOGY AND FISH BEHAVIOUR WORKING GROUP
Ostend, 18-20 April 1988
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Fishing Gear Seleciivity
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Comparative fishing trials werecarried out by the Fishenes Development Branch (FOB) of
the federnl Department ofFisheries rnd Oceans (DFO). Scotia Fundy Region. to document the
benefits of square inesh cod-ends for groundfish stock management. Mesh sizes used were 121
mm. square. 130 mm square and 130 mm diamorid. Initially these trials were to use cod end
covers, but inspection with an underwater camera (Mermaid Explorer) showed that thecovers
were collapsing the codend and inhibiting escapement.,Consequently, a trouser trawl was
employed with square mesh on one side arid diamond mesh on the other. A total of 51 valid sets
were made. Results show that an equivalent size square mesh rel~asesabout 50% more cod and
haddock < 40 cm in length while yielding 50% larger retention lengths. For Yellowtail flounder
and Arrierican plaice the dia~ond mesh had improved escapenient of immature fish.
The imporcince of loeation in lobster traps of escape devices for sublegai size lobsters was
studied by DFO's Gulf Region. Trials With several trap mOdels iridicated that the presence of an
auxiliaryescape device in the second chaml>er of standard 3-chamber commercial parlor traps
.
does not enhance escape.
,

"

'

.

. A mngle net used commercially in Europe for catching spider crab (Maia Sp.) was
suceessfully tried for catehing snow crab (Chionoecetes opilio) by DFO's Gulf Region. Tbe
tangle net catches mating pairs and allows for research on seasonality of matirig in deep living
P?pulations of snow crab. Mating pairs are not ustially caught ~n standard commercial traps.
The catchability of lobster and crnbs by baited traps was stlldied by DFO's Biological
Sciences Braneh. Seotia Fundy Region with a view to developing catchability coeffieients whieh
can beused in biomass estimates for stock assessments. Cateh rates were compared to density
estimates measured in two habitat types (with and \Vithout kelp cover) by divers. Catchability
coefficients increased greatly with size of lobsters and did not differ between habitats for either
lobster or crabs.
.
DFO's Biological Science Braneh.Newfoundlarid Regioncontiriued field experiments on
selectivity of Diamond 9 midwater trawls used in colleetion of capelin sampies durlng acoustic
surveys. Escapement of capelin is being estimated by attaching trawl bags made of 12.7 mm
mesh nylon to the outside of the trawl at various locations.
Fish Beh1wiour rmd UnderWater Observations
Trials with a flapper used inconjunclion with a square mesh section of a standard i30 mrri
diamond mesh cOd-end were conducted by FDB. Scotia Fundy. Camera obserVations showed
that th6 flapper encouraged fish 10 seek early escapement through the relatively small square.
mesh section. Quantitative measurements were not made but extensive experiments utilizing the
flapper/square mesh concept are planned for 1988.
..Mermaid Explorer.was also used successfully toobserve inshore scallop rakes and pair
trawls, and to search for illegallooster traps on the bottom. National Sea Products Ltd.
employed thiscamera system onboard an offshöre trawlerto determine ihe effeet ofredueCd
lrawling speed on fish·capture. There was 00 visual evidence to suggest that fish escapement

I

iriereases when trclwling speed was redueed from 4 to 3.5 knots. DFO;s Quebec Region also used
an underWater video camera to study the efficiency of the Digby scallop drag, and in scallop
stock assessments.
Fi~h Processing
Five devices fOf measuring shell hardness of snow crabs were evaluated byDFO's
,
Fisheries Development Division, Newfoundland Regiori. The devices inc1uded: an ultrasound
unii; Amatek force gauge; two durometers, (Shore and PacificTranducers); arid a speeially .
designed deformation gauge (hardness ealipers). The ultrasound unit, Amatek gauge and Shore
gauge all proved unsatisfactory. Accurnte.shell hardriess measurements were obtainable using the
Pacifie Transdueer durorileter and the hardness ealipers. Both units resulted in highly significant
correlations between hardness and c1aw meat yield. The results demonstrated that shell hardness
is a valid predietor of crab meat content.
The Faeulty of Engineering arid Applied Scieriee, Memorial Universityof Newfoundland
developed avaeuum opernted cod tongue eutter arid a washer for a fish mincer. An experiment
was also eondueted to deterrnine the spUt fish equivaIent faetor for salted eodfish in bulk.
Commercial Fishing gear development

••

The Nova Seotia Depanmeni of Fisheries eontimi6d work with a eontrollable piteh
propeller system in a propeller nozzle. The test vessel will b6 equipped with a fuel monitor and
an evaluation will be eondueted in the spring of 1988. An inshorevessel was equipped to drag
fOf musseIs to determine if acommereial venture ean be esrablished to supply musseI seed for
eommercial growers. A eoritraet was awarded to the Teehnieal University of Nova Seotia for a
hydrostatie analysis of the area's well known Cape Islarid style inshore fishing baats. The group
also provided funding for trials of a marine hydraulie crane for use in lobster fishing. Safer
working eonditions and more efficient handling of the gear were the major benefits.
The New Brtiriswick Depanmeni of Fisheries developed abohorn trawl with a high
seleetivity for flatfish. The net is fished without floats for flatfish. Satisfaetoryresults were also
obtained for eod Vlhen floats were added. Trials with gear whieh is easily adjustable to fish for
either eod or flounder eire eontinuing.
.Tbe Faeulty ofApplierl Scienee. Memorial UniverSiiy ofNewfoundland designed a system
to harvest musseIs under ieee The universitY also eonsidered the use of hydnlUlie seale models in
the design of floating fish eages used in aquaeulture.
Urider sea ice studies

"I

•
/'-...

DFO~s Central and Areue Region tested a prototype aeoustieally-triggered underWater
eamera for photographing targets deteeted urider landfast sea ieee The Region has been usirig
hydroaeousties for several years to examine Arctie eod behaviour. distribution arid abundanee
beneath sea iee.This eamera will provide a mean for verifieation in addition to more traditional
approaehes, such as vertical gill nets. Initial tests in Chitty Lake, North West Territories, were
suecessful anddevelopment of a deep-water version (to 200m) eontinues. DFO's Quebee Region
is eurieii"tly analyzirig data [rom winter groundfish surveys to study the interaction between iee
eoverage arid eateh size.
Trawl monitQiing
, DFO's Biologieal Scieriees Braneh in Newfouridland completed trials on SCANMAR's
trawl monitoring paekage to be used on demersaI biomass surveys. The package includes height.
depth. temperature. and spread sensors. Software was written to logthe data onto computer
tapes. The equipment will 1>6 used on all hottom sUrVeys of the Grand Bank in 1988 and the data
will 1>6 iricorporated intoestirriates of minimum trawlable biomass for stock assessment. Seotia
FundyRegion aIso purehased the system for the
PurP0se. andto determine riet
eorifiguration arid depth during juvenile fish midwater trawl sUrveys~

same
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Danish·Fisheries Technology Institute

Develooment of imoroved trawl designs.
Contact persons: Stig Rune Yngvesson and David Wileman.

••
-

The development work on plaice
tinued. Improved trawl designs
high degree of spread and mesh
model tested in the flume tank
the commercial fleet.

trawls started in 1987 was conwith large mesh upper panels, a
shaped tickler chain systems were
and successfully introduced to

Development work on separator panels to reduce fish by-catch in
shrimp trawls was also continued in the flume tank. The funnel
shaped panel used on the beam trawlers fishing for brown shrimp
crangon crangon was examined and a project was started to develop a panel suitable for the high opening trawls used for pink
shrimp pandalus borealis in the Skagerak.

•
---

Both the above development projects have been financed by the
Fisheries Ministry. There has also been the usual program of
development work, commisioned by commercial trawl rnanufacturers
with emphasis in 1987 on large mesh pelagic pair trawls with
rope wings for mackerel and herring and shrimp trawls to be used
in tropical waters.
~.

Trawl Drag Studies.
Contract persons: David Wileman and Kurt Hansen.
The project financed by the Danish.Energy Ministry to investigate the effect of r~p1acing individual secti?ns of a trawl with
sections of less resistance was completed. Large scale (1:5) 'models were tested i~ the flUme tank and their geometry and resi-

29.U2.tHj
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starice measured after changing individua~ sections. A rnathematical model for estimating the total drag of trawls by surnrning
that of the individual sections when their geometry is known was
developed and checked against the model measurements. These
tests gave the possibility to determine the relative effects on
trawl resistance of the 3 main rietting energy saving strategies
for bottom trawls - use of Qig meshes in the'upper panel, use of
knotless netting and use of thinner kevlar based' twine.

(

oe

It was found that insertion of these energy saving sections also
had an effect upon the geometry of the trawl and its bottom contact~ The differences were not large, however, and could be corrected in the mouth by adjustrnent of the hanging of the netting
to the frame ropes or floatation/footrope weight. Differen~es in
the aft part of the bellies have to be corrected by altering the
net design or extending the small mesh belly sections towards
the net mouth. It was not possible to quantify these geometrical
changes.
Measurement of the full scale engineering performance of fishing
gear at sea.
Contact person: Thorkil Berg.

..

A new method of rigging high opening bottom trawls such that the
doors are towed a short distance off the bottom but where the
lower sweep and footrope are in bottom contact was developed in
the flume tank. The practicaiity and ease of control of this
system was tested at sea on board a 500 HP trawler. SCANMAR
height and spread sensors were mounted on each door and readings
of the warp lengths and
tensions were
taken off the auto trawl
,
,
system. The effects of towing with equal warp length, towing
with equal warp tension, door height control by towing speed,
door height control by warp lerigth adjustment and turning were
all examined. This project was financed by the Ministry of
Industry.
Limited testing was also carried out for skippers experiencing
problems with choslng the correct door size for Baltic cod mid~

29.02.88
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water trawls and with equalising the towLPg tensions on 2 boat
bottom trawls.
Fish behaviour studies.
Contact persons: J0rgen Svane and Ulrik Jes Hansen.
The institute has now started a long term development programme
withing this field. The first phase is the development of a
relatively small (1,1 x 1,1 x 1,1 m) towed underwater vehicle
for use onboard commercial fishing vessels. It has been designed
and model tested by the Danish Maritime Institute. The prototype
is now under construction and full scale seatrials are p1anned
for 1988.

oe-

Netting Material Studies.
Contact person: Thorkil Berg.
A study of the properties of combined/blended netting materials
has been started. The aim is to investigate if it possible to
combine the properties of high extension - low strength materials with those of low extension high strength materials. The
study is funded"by the Ministry of Industry and a group of netting manufacturers.
Computer Aided Trawl Design.
Contact persons: Kurt Hansen and David Wileman.

-

~

The CADTRAWL system has been introduced to the commercial trawl
manufacturing industry and has been further developed. Routines
have been added for drawing the leading sections of large mesh
pelagic trawls mesh for mesh and for calculating the strengthening guards in the wings and bosoms öf panels.
There is also now the possibility to use the system in the production of model scale specifications from full scale:

leES
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oe

The behaviour of Baltic herring in the vicinity of and
inside midwater and bottom trawls was studied in-spring
and autumn in the Archipelago Sea and Gulf of Finland
with an echo-sounder in a small motorized boat moving
above the gear.
The escape of herring through the upper belly panp.l~ of
a pelagic herring trawl was studied in autumn by at~aching
. small-meshed bags to different parts of the belly to catch
the escaping fish.
The effect of the towing speed on the size dist!-ibu~io~ ot
the herring catch was studied in autumn in the Gulf 0f
Finland.
The diurnal activity and swimming depth of spring-s~awnl;1S
Baltic herring were followed with an echo-sounder id tne
vicinity of a herring trapnet leader in May and J~ne in the
southwestern archipelago of Finland.
Testing of the resistance of the different kinds of netting
material used in herring trapnets was continued j.n co~labo
ration with the Institut für Fangtechnik (Hamburg~.

Petri Suuronen
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COHITE CIEH POaR LA CAPTaRE DES ANIHAaX HARINS
RAPPORT D"ACTIVITE POaR 1987

AcoaSTIQaE PECHE
Etude de

mat~riel

Comme 1es ann~es pr~c~dentes, 1'activit~ en mati~re
d'acoustique sous-marine a port~ sur les app1ications
p~che mais aussi ~ la recherche halieutique :

~

la

• un sondeur de p~che classique a 4 fr~quences a ~t~ modifi~
pour lui adjoindre un dispositif TVG num~rique et pouvoir
appeler chaque fr~quence par clavier. Cela permet de
disposer d'un sonde ur scientiflque a 4 fr~quences et de
faible coüt ;
• 1a visualisation couleur sur un ~cran de micro-ordinateur
type pe est maintenant au point avec 1a possibilit~ de
·sortie sur imprimante couleur ;
• les programmes de recherche sur les sondeurs large bande et
mu1tifaisceaux continuent ;
• une

premi~re exp~rience

effectu~e.
fr~quences

•

de d~tection planctonique a ~t~
On a pour cela utilis~ comparativement 6
diff~rentes comprises entre 2S et 200 kHz ;

• dans le cadre de l'~cho-int~gration, 1'~tude des r~actions
d'~vitement des poissons a 1'approche du navire est
poursuivie. On essaie en particulier de quantifier
1'lnf1uence du ph~nom~ne sur les ~valuations acoustiques de
stock ;
• enfin, dans un autre domaine, l'acquisition par voie
acoustique de donn~es sur 1a g~om~trie du train de p~che est
~tudl~e.
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Etude du comportement des

2.

esp~ces

• L'observation des r~actions d'~vitement des banes de
poissons au moyen d'un sonar omnidirectionnel port~ par le
chalutier et d'un sondeur vertical port6 par un corps
remorqu~ largement ~cart~ du sil1age du navire par un
divergent a ~t~ poursuivie dans 1e but de corr~ler les
r~actions d'~vitement aux esp~ces rencontr~es, ä la p~rlode
(dans 1a journ6e et dans l'ann~e) et au lieu de ces
observations.

oe

• Le projet de dispositlf concentrateur de poissons
instrument~, ~tudi~ en 1986, a 6t6 retar4~ ;
l'~tude n'a ~t~
achev~e qu'en 1987 et 1a r~a1isatlon n'en est qu'amorc~e. Le
syst~me comportant ä
la fois un sulvi du comportement des
poissons par voie acoustique et une visuallsation
photographique des esp~ces devralt ~tre op6ratlonne1 ä
Tahiti en 1988.
TECHNIQOES ET ENGINS DE CAPTORE
Chaluts et chalutage
L'~tude sur les chaluts jumeaux, commenc~e en 1986 par des
essais sur maquettes en bassin d' essais s'est poursuivie
par des essais ä la mer qui ont permis d'affiner les
moyens de dimensionner les cha1uts jumeaux (ouverture
verticale, surface de fi1, effort de remorquage).

• Un chalut ä 3 ai1es a ~t~ ~tudi~, ä 1a fois en bassin sur
maquette et A 1a mer. Les r~su1tats (galn en ouverture
vertica1e et choix des gr~ements) ont permis un transfert
presqu'lmm~diat aux professionnels.

•

• Le programme d'~tude sur la conception des chaluts
assist~e par ordinateur se poursuit avec 1a mod~lisation
de formes de filets encore simples (A sym~trie axiale)
pour lesquelles existe une bonne corr~lation entre formes
obtenues par le calcul et formes observ~es en bassin.
• L'utilisation du chalut p~lagique pour 1a capture du
germon a ~t~ tent~e par des professionnels avec la
col1aboration de l'IFREMER. Les r~sultats obtenus sont
tr~s encourageants et motivent le d~marrage de l'6tude
d'un cha1ut sp~cifique.
Panneaux
rou1ant sur 1e fond, imagin~s par un industriel
A Lorient, ont ~t~ test~s en bassin et essay~s en
mer. Lee premiere r~eu1tate fant appara1tre un~cartement
comparab1e et un effort de traction inf~rleur ä ce que l'on
obtlent avec dec panneaux c1acslquec de 'surface ~q~iv~lente.
Des

'pann~aux

install~
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Par ailleurs, dans le cadre du Projet HALlOS (projet EUREKA de
chalutier franco-hispano-islandais), plusieurs propositions
d'~tudes ont ~t~ faites
:
• pour des divergents soupies,
• pour des divergents

~

flottabilit~

• pour un cysteme de olocage
classiques.

a

positive,

poste des panneaux

Filets droits
• Une ~tude sur la s~lectivit~ des tr~mails
entreprise et sera achev~e en 1988.

~

soles a

~t6

Hanutention des filets maillants A bord des petlts bateaux
• Apres les

sur la
de m~caniser la totalit~ des op~rations de mise
.en oeuvre des filets droits a bord des petits bateaux
(moins de 12 metres), le travail entrepris a permis
d'aboutir Ades propositions d'am~nagement de plans de
pont et d'emploi d'apparaux facilitant la manutention et
le stockage de~ filets A bord.
difficult~s relat~es pr~c~demment

difficult~

• Dans le cadre des essais de p~che du germon aux filets
d~rivants (voir compte-rendu d'activit~ de 1986), les
travaux ont ~t~ poursuivis pour d~terminer l'influence du
maillage sur la taille des captures et le rendement de la
p~che, la profondeur optimale d'immersionet la
possibilit~ de p~cher de jour.
Dragues A coquillages

•
,

Des difficult~s techniques retardent la mise au point de la
drague hydrodynamique (A effet Magnus) ~ coquilles
Saint-Jacques.
Par contre, une nouvelle g~n~ration de drague cribleuse
rotative, asplrante ou non, a ~t~ d~velopp~e pour ~tre mise en
oeuvre par de petits bateaux, ~viter l'engorgement de la
drague et simplifier le tri ~ bord.
Palangres
Une campagne de p~che a la palangre profonde sur les cotes
fran9aises de la M~diterran~e A l'Est de Harseille a ~t~
r~alis~e mais a donn~ des r~sultats d~cevants'A la fois po ur
des problemes pratlques (conditlons m~t~o, cholx des appäts)
et de faible ~isponlbilit~ des ressources vis~es.
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4.

NAVIRES DE PECHE
• Une ~tude visant ä d~finir les points cammuns entre les
besoins des p~cheurs armant des bateaux de moins de 25
m~tres pour en rationaliser la construction est actuellement
en cours.
• L'~tude de la salle de travail d'un chalutier industriel
permettant la rationalisation et la m~canlsatlan du travail
des captures est achev~e.
m~tier pratiqu~ comparable et captures identlques, sa
prise en campte devrait permettre une r~duction
substantielle des effectifs affect~s au traval1 du paisson.

A

-e

• Dans le but de r~pondre aux besoins des p~cheurs de pays
peu industrialis~s, les plans, caract~ristiques, apparaux
et am~nagements de thoniers senneurs de taille moyenne ou
petite ont ~t~ ~tudi~s et doivent aboutir ä un dossier de
construction d'un navire de 40 m~tres et d'un navire de 27
m~tres.

• L'~tude des conditions de travail et de la s~curit~ ä bord
des bateaux de p~che artisanale de 12 ä 18 m~tres a ~t~
r~alis~e par l'I.U.T. de Lorient avec le concours de
l'IFREMER.

NATIONAL PROGRESS
Germany F~R~

"

REPO~T

Energy-saving' fishing rnethods have also in 1987 bee~ th~ central
research subject of the Institute for Fishing Technoloqy.They
have··-been supplemented by special investigations on trawls used
for stock assessment purposes and on the environmental effect~ of
different hcam trawl types.
Cod stocks iri the German inshore waters of North Sea and Baltic
are still in a bad status.Trials with the aim to replaceat least
partly the missing cod by catches of other species ware therefore
continued. In Baltic the gear research in 1987 concentrated on
the improvement of gillnets capabable to exploitbiq sized her~
rings~It was found that under normal conditions the thickness of
the monofil~ment,nettingy~rnsinfluenced gieatly the catching
success. However,during the spawning time when the herring fishery is most effective yarn thickriess seemed to be of minor importance.
Pair trawling,another ,important fishing technique for Baltic
her ring was also investigated,especiallY the influence of mesh
shape(di~mond/square)
in the coderid on the selection. Square
meshes showed a sharp selection towards herring with a narrow
selection rangeiconfirming thus results from experiments with
other species.

,

I")

The fishery of ariother candidate for substitution, the flounder,
is ,often
severely
hampered by
mass
development
of
jellyfish.Gillnets of multimono yarn and half the,height of the
conventional nets made of twisted yarns showed to be more effective than these under the meritioned conditions.

a

•
,

.....

Fishing boats from the Baltic exceeding ca.16 m length can
possibly avoid the present <:iod misery by taking llP a turbot
fishery in the Southern North Sea.This was the result of a trial
series carried out since a few years' and affirmed during an
experiment on commercial basis in 1987~The main seäson for this
fishery lasts from the beginning of May to mid of July and,it can
be prolonged by switching over to a cod gillnet fishery in the
following month.
A relatively untouched source of good quality fish arethe many
lying in the rierman inshore waters.Ho~ever,fishing on
these uriderwater obstacles is connected with a high iisque of
damage.nuring trials in 1987 the, catch rates could be improved by
using
sonar
for
the search of
'and'approach
to
the.
wrecks;Additional experience could also be qained'~ith regard to
the optimu~- construction of the gillnets necessary for this
w~ecks

fishery.So e.g. damages could be considerably r~duced by in-.
cluding weak points i~ the lead line.
Preliminary trials were also made with a special wreck longline.As with the gillnets exact positioning and limitation of
damages by inclusion of weak points are th~ essentials for good
results with this gcar.Catches referred to the numher of hooks
used were so far very encouraging.
Meanwhile the Ui-TV equipment has become ona ()f the most
important tools for research at thc Institute for fishing
technology. For the first time the bellaviour of soles in front of
an electrified beam trawl was observed directly. Standard otter
trawls used for stock assessment pnrposes were invt$tigated,
especially the influcnce of rigging on the geometry of the net,
the bottom contact of thc groundrope und thc fish b~haviour.From
observations of codcnds used for selection experiments it was
lcarncd that the cscapement of small fishes is influenced cOllsiderably by the rigging of thc small meshed codend cover.

••

•

To study thc effects of beam trawls Oll hot tom structllre and benthos life,in 1987the Institute has t~kcn up UW-TV investigations
on different types of beam trawls. lnvestigations t)f such l:ind
will be continued for the next years and , hopefully , contribute
to thc new established leES research prograln in this field.
To check the influcnce of camber on lift and drag of V-trawl
doors wind tunnel tests ,·tere performed at the Ins ti tute oi Naval
Architectur€, University of Hamburg.A camber of 13% of the
board's chord length increased the lift cocfficient by thc factor
2.4 when positioning the board close to a bottom plate.When put
into the centre of thc flow the factor changed to 1.4:
Transfer errors before processing in a computer of data collected
on length and weight of caught fishes could be considerably
reduced by use of a electronic measurcment board developed in the
Institute. A prototype '~as tested with satisfying success under
research ship conditions and after minor alnendments negotiations
with a commercial firm for production arranqements' will be taken
up •

l-
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Engineering trials on various variants of midwater trawls have been
carried out in a wind tunnel. As a result was developed a variant with an
opening height more than 100 m. SampIes were tested on a 2500 kw
trawler. These was obtained an opening beight up to 115 m. The trawling
speed at this runs tri 5 kn.
Using a remote-controlled device-carrier equiped with an underwater-TVcamera these were made observations in order to investigate fish
behaviour in the sphere of influence of midwater trawls. The observations
were carried out on the fisching grounds of Namibia in the periode from
~ctober 1987 until March 1988 .. There' were made informative observations
~ horse mackerel especially during hauling the trawl. The obervations
are recorded on video tapes. At present the observations will be
interpreted in order to get conclusions.
A new cutting metbod for demersal trawls was introduced. The cutting is
carried out not along the lestridge but along the middle axis of the net
panels. Using this method the netmaterial consumption was reduced to 25
per cent. Tbe catchability was improved also. ,"
Sea and coastal fishery
In 1987 works have been proceeded dealing wi~h the development of
energy-saving fishcatching procedures, in the course of which the fish
stock 1s protected as much as possible. In this connection research and
develop1ng works have been carried out especially in the field of set
gillnet fishing; 'line trawling and Danish seining. In the field of set
_llnet fisbing, works on the development of a hydraulically driven net
~fter bad been finished. Tbis was a contributlon to tbe almost complete
mechanisation of set gillnet fisbing in the GDR.
The works on the development of a floater shape adapted to the
requirememts of mecbanisation in set gillnet fisbing are going to be
, finished in 1988. Furtbermore, several types of set gillnet constructions'
and sorts of netting materials to be used for catchlng cods and
flatflshes have been Invest1gated with respect to their catching
effectiv1ty and applicability. These investigations are still to be
continued. In the GDR so far long-lining 1s applied commercially t6 a low
ectent only.
.
.
However, because th1s catching method, proved t6 be areal· alternative
possibility for cod fishing compared to highly energy-consumirig trawl

fishing applied so far and not protecting -the fish stock, in 1987 the
works for developing a mechanized lang line system have been continued.
It is the aim to create a system for smaller fishing ships applying any
sorts of materials for the main line without necessarily separating snood
linescand hooks from the main line - this refers to a daily consumption
of approximately 5000 to 6000 hooks. In 1987 first tests have
successfully been carried out applying a partly mechanized system
functioning according to this principle.
For selective catching of flatfisbes preserving the fish stock,
inv~stigations regarding the introduction of Danish seining have been
taken up. First tests have been carried out applying cutters of 12 and
17m length. Here various headline corubinations and net constructions have
been tested and the heaving procedure has been varied. Perspective works
have been started in order to introduce the anchoring method for catching
flatfish and fresh-water fish within the 3-mile zone.
.
Basic investigations

.e

I'

•
I
I
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The investigations on the stability of otter boards have" been continued.
The problems of small disturbances can be considered to be solved. For
~arge disturbances first set-ups are available.
The damping coefficients and hydrodynamical mass moments of inertia for
the Sueberkrueb otter board have been deterruined experimentally. In order
to adapt and calculate the otter boards in the trawl system, the
programme SKIT has been developed.
Furthermore the research work for" creating a mathematical model for
design and calculation of net cages has been continued. Rere the method
for the calculation of discrete towing systems have been applied. The
shape of the net cages and the load acting on them in a seaway and in
non-uniform flow have been investigated.
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TRAWL GEAR DEVEIOIfotENr

1.1

fokxlel Fu11 5cale Relationships

Work on the above project has continued steadily throughout the year with the
main focus being the construction of models of the Marine Laboratory pelagic
trawl PT163 for which full scale data already exists and also a 600hp pelagic
Dutch trawl for which data was collected on the research vessel TRIDENS •

.e

In order to progress the project further a critical problem has been to
establish a uniform flow over the full cross-section of the Flume Tank and to
develop instrumentation sensitive enough to measure the conponent loads in
the trawl models.

This werk is continuing and significant irnprovements in

the flow have been achieved.
1.2

otter' BOard' M::xiei

TestS

. A systeIl1r3.tic series of tests on ~ scale models of flat,

vee and carnbered

otter boards have been carried out in the Flume Tank and a corrprehensive set
of data obtained for each m:xiel.

Full scale sea trials have also teen

carried on boards of similar design and size and the results have been
compared •

•

1.3

sepäiätör Trawls

Further comnercial fishing

trials were carried out from the North East

England port of North Shileds with 2 vessels involved in the winter prawn
(nephropS nOrvegicus) fishery.

A standard prawn and a standard dual purpose

trawl were fitted with double cod ends and a separator Panel.
ends were 90mn mesh and the lower' cxxi ends 70mn.

The upper cxxi

The handling of this gear

did not prove to be a problem and separation of prawns and white fish was
highly effective giving a substantial reduction in undersize fish and nuch
easier sorting on

deck~

1

1.4

Twin Trawl· System

Engineering trials and OJrrmercial fishing trials with the two wire double
trawl rig were carried from the West Coast of SOJtland again in the Nephrop
fishery.

The system proved to be effective with similar catch rates achieved

for approxirnately 25% less fishi!1g time than a single trawl.

2

STATIC GEAR

2.1

Drift

NetS

Progress has OJntinued to re-introduce drift nets of synthetic materials to
the Comish pilchard fishery.

•

winter with

a

number

Fishing trials were carried out dudng the

of materials

treated with

bitumastic solution

to

simulate the properties of the old cotton nets with very enOJuraging results •
It is intended to OJntinue this werk to irrprove hauling rrethods and the
marketing

situation

as

this

fishery

OJuld

have

OJnsiderable

economic

importance for Cornwall.
2.2

Trarmel Nets

Sea trials were carried out from the East Coast of England with trarrmel nets
of different materials, monofilament, multi-monofilament and twisted nylon to
improve the handling characteristics due to the fact that less rubbish and
crabs were caught and were therefore easier to "turn-over" ready for shooting.

(

2.3

•

sQuid JiggiOg

A voyage on the Shetland trawler Vega was undertaken to Rockall last summer
in order to carry trials of Japanese-type
attraction techniques.

jigging machines using light

However, although the machines werked weIl there was

no squid in the area to test their fishing capabilities.

2

I
I
I
I
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SAFETY EHiDllEERING

A number of low oost projects were carried during the year to improve safety
on board inshore vessels.
TWo vessels from the East Coast port of
Bridlington were used to demonstrate the benefits of such improvements.
These included:Non Slip deck paint
Hydrostatic life raft release
Separate unloading winch
Rescue Net
Sound Insulation
Pivot Block (to make "knocking out" procedure safer on side trawlers)
Oilskins with built-in buoyancy
Work has also oontinued to investigate hydraulic noise on vessels fitted with
shelter deck.
Attenuators have been fitted to a number of vessels and a
significant quantity of data has been gathered on the problem.

4

STANfll\RI)

".I.OilliIG "l'EST FCR "J.'RAWIERS

Further sea trials of a sea anchor type drogues have been carried out in
order to cbtain data on the towing ability of trawlers. Once the optill1.ml
design of drogue has been determined, this methoo will be a nuch better
indication of a vessel's propulsive efficiency than the standard bollard pull

(

•

test.

It will provide a nuch more reliable methoo of rnatching vessel

performance to the towing requirements of the gear.

3

,---------------

Progress report

ICELAND

Sclcctivity
The seleetivity of square mesh codends for eod and other bottom flsh species was studied in
eomparative trials using twin eodends eonsisting of square mesh in the one half and diamond mesh in
the olhcr. The results were very mueh depending on the cateh rates. When the eod catehes were more
than 2 tonnes/h the differenee in selectivity was not very obvious whereas the selectivity of the square
mcsh eodcnd was very much better than of the diamond mesh when the catch rates were moderate.
In the case of haddoek the square mesh codend of 155 mm mesh opening proved to release fQr to big
quantities of big fish. These selectivity experiments will be continued in 1988 with the conventional
codend covers and direet observations wilh an underwaler TV camera.
Direct observations

•

In July 1987 observations on modifled boUom trawl designs were made with the TV camera. Due to
poor visibility during the time of observations no video fllm could be made. Tbe results were bowever
important for the development of boUom trawl designs and the modifled trawl types are already in
commercial use.
In April 1988 eolour TV observations on cod gill nets and longlines were made including interesting
observations on fish behaviour towards these gear types.
Other experiments

Experimental hydraulic dredging on black quahog started in 1987. Due to positive results some
commercial ftshing has started.
The fuel measurements projeet was aeeomplished.
G. Thorsteinsson

•
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Progress Report of Italy

Tests on the influence of door spread· and net openings on
the catch composition were continued in 1987. Aseries of hauls
were done to measure the horizontal and vertical openings of the
net as weIl as the length frequency distribution and weight of
the most important species caught.
Different solutions have been studied to
increase the
vertical opening of the traditional Italian bottom trawl
keeping
constant
its bottom holding and its drag characteristics.
The
first solution tested was that adopted by fishermen: the net
is
identical
to the traditional one but the wings are split at the
ends,
so
to obtain a four-wing net;
each wing
is connected
directly to the door through a sweep of 50 m. Tests were carried
out on this trawl to measure the horizontal and vertical openings
and the loads ahead the four wing tips. The second solution was
an our modification af the design of a
traditianal
trawl:
satisfactory results were obtained during instrument tests.
Asregards the fishing vessel and deck machinery technology
the follawing topics have been developed:
means af same
as
by the
cable to be
order to avoid
the
fishing

acquisition of experimental data on ducted propellers by
of direct measurement on board fishing vessels.

means

"
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NJmIRRLANriS

INS'triUii FOR

LJHUIDKH.:

Gcnera1
Many discussions were held with the DUtch fishery industries and
maritime ~esearch ins~itut~s/univ~rsitie~. iri order to stimulate
contract research~ Various project proposals for this purpose have
been elaborated. Apart from this attention has been given to fishery
policy .. orieritated
projects,
particularly on
survey-nets
and
selecti~ity.
.
..
Techn1cal advi~e was given concerning ad-hoc problems (fuel quality~
engine damages); concerning (potential) projects in developing
countries as weIl as to the Dutch riavy concerning new deck layout and
gear handling of future mine sweepers~
,

(
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DESIGN OF FISHING VESSELS
With regard to a number of vessel design aspect~ two co-operative
research projects have been continued and one new p~oject has been
proposed.

The systematic noise level research studies on board of a representative 2 000 arid 300 hp beamer were finished and presented in ci
. tripartite report: the nolse, measurement results, noi~~ sources and
sound-transfer paths in part Iand 11; with in part 111 a descrip~ion
of the dominant.noi~e contributions and major noise control measures~
In a separate leES pape~ the RIVO nolse readings up to 1987 of 20
beamers have been given; which results clearly show that almost all
the 20 fishing vessels exceed the IMO and Dutch Shipping Inspectorate
noise limit references (merchant ciarine) with 10 - 15 dB(A);

~l~~~~~t!~_~~!!_~~E~_~~~~!_!~~~_!~~~~_{~!YQL~!~2
Preliminary to model tank tests a personal computer prediction model
(FISPOW) was made for the resistance and propulsiori of 30-70 m fishing
vessels. Under RIVO-chairmanship various fishing vessel designers and
yards had thei~ input in this co-operative project, whi1e the model
was made by MARIN. By means of this model every Dutch designer can optimize the hull form with app~ridages (coefficients~ bulb) with regard
to the fishing and steaming speed;

§Eß2~2~i~_~E!~g~_!~i_~~~_~~~!ß~

~

I

In ,co-operation with the Technlcal Unlversity Delft and IZF-TNO, RIVO
made a CMO proposal for ergonomic bridge 1ay out design~
Upto now no öptimizing studies were made in .this Held, whUe an
increasing number of beamers are getting'involved in North Ses collisions •. On the one ,hand side due tothe ströngly increased number öf
vessels, but on the other·hand due to the traditional bridge 1ay out
with often a redundancy arid mismatching in electronics;
.

~~~~~!~g_~ri~!g!-~~~!~
In 1987 there was much attention given to the reduced quaÜties of

r

r

l

\uto

fuels. This problem resulted in engine damages and a higher use of
lubricating oil. In co-operation with engine builders, oi1 companies,
ship-owners and insurance companies i t was decided to start a new
project to find the causes of these problems. After discussions in
1987 a co-operative'proposal will be made regarding the influence of
part-load diesel engines during the beam trawling fishing cycles.
Because the last time many additives to fuels and lubricating oils
entered the market, RIVO decided to test one of these, the fuel catalyser CP 3500 on a beamer with an output of 2 000 kW. The results gave
an improvement of the cleansing degree of about 30 % and a fuel saving
of 3 - 4 %. The tests went over 2 600 running hours.

(

•

Up to now there still are not good working machineries to peel Dutch
shrimps. The Government, however, ask for it to stop the hand-peeling.
Requested by the industry RIVO started a number of tests with a system
of pressure/vacuum waves, a foreign possibility to remove the skin of
the body. The first results were hopefull, but for continuing RIVO
should to find participators and funds for extensive experiments.
The development of a portable fishing line greaser was completed. The
proto type was taken over by trade and industry.
For fresh fish handling on board of the beamers various new proposals
were made for application of containers in stead of fish boxes in
relation to improve the working conditions, the fish quality and to
reduce the handling costs in the auction.

(

•

Missions were made to Western Africa, Senegal and Mauretanie. In
Mauretanie an evaluation was made of economic, technical and
operational aspects of the industrial fisheries. This mission was
carried out in co-operation with LEI and areport was effected,
resulting in the building and delivery of ten new ships.
!wo missions were made to Senegal by order of FMO (Netherlands Development Finance Company) to fix the value of four existing fishing
vessels and to evaluate the technical possibilities of those ships. A
new company named "Nouvelle Chalucap" has been started with the four
existing ships and four new ones, to be built in 1988 RIVO will
supervise the new buildings.
Techno-economic research
Major criteria and methods of calculation of economic 'performance of

fishing boat' designs are given in report TO 87-02. Important is the
time-value of money and the concept of discounting future cash flows
to the present. The choice fo a criterian depends, on whether future

revenues and costs are predictab1e or not.

.

An example of weighing the decisions to invest in a system for
electrical stimulation of f1atfish is worked out with the following
variables: - initial investment
- fue1 oi1 price level
- fue1 oi1 reduction percentage
- interest rate
- depreciation period
- income increment

(

•

Acceptable pay back periods may be reached when revenues can be raised
by several percent, for instance from an improvement in fish quality
leading to higher f~sh price or a shift to species of higher
commercial value.
Fue1-oi1 reduction p1ays a 1esser ro1e at the present price level.
An analysis of the economic performance of ten freezer trawlers has
been started. The aim is to build a detailed situation model of
trawling operations. A study has been undertaken to describe the catch
input proces as a ~tochastic process using catch data.
Direct observation on fishing gear
In conjunction with research done the previous year an extended
observation cruise has been carried out on TRIDENS during the summer,
involving commercial bottomtrawls and midwater big meshes trawls.

(

I
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The practica1 use of the R.O.V.-tool has been demonstrated clearly to
skippers and net designers, enabling them to tune their nets better.
Unique shots were taken around and inside big meshes trawl GM 2
showing good correspondance of its geometry with. model tests done
earlier. Observations on the GOV-trawl invoked the wish to monitor its
performance preferably during surveys. Adjustments on the pan and tilt
unit will be necessary to be able to follow individual flsh during
capture.
Further
modifications
will
include
a
hydraulic
power
unit
self-propelling facilities, and the use of an umbilical for towing and
signal transmission.
Development of new fishing gear

r

I
~

Further to experiments done in 1986 several rigging configurations
were tested to reach greater depths in midwater trawling, like:
- backstrop V-arrangement in font of and behind the doors
- additional weights on the doors and on the lower wing-ends
- depressors instead of weights r
- pony-doors on the lower wing-ends
- sma11 and 1arge depressor plates, mounted on the doors.

I

I

I
I

I

The simplest and most effective way to improve a gear's depth is to
add weight. Restrictions may follow from the lifting devices or
difficu1ties during handling. Depressor plates may results in a
lighter though bulkier construction, but fact is, that with the
trawling speeds used and the large water. density these plates may

V(L

generate considerab1e downward forces. Problems may arise with door
stability as ·the dynamic equilibrium of forces 1s drast1cally altered.
Possib1y a combination of both effects in a new1y designed door will
lead to the best resu1ts. Model studies on a new design will be
discussed under aseparate heading.

c:
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Fishery on Pandalus has been tried on 1S18 with beam trawls using
meshsizes of 24 mm and 30 mm (full mesh) , in order to appraise the
catchabi1ity after changing the minimum meshsize to 30 mm. The 30 mm
showed 35 % decrease in catches over 16 hauls, although the amount of
commercial sized prawns did not fall dramatica1ly. 1t was concluded,
that commercial1y attractive catch rates can be obtained with the 30
mm cod-ends.
Reduction in fuel consumption of beamtrawls

The R1VO e1ectric fishing system has been thorough1y checked and
simplified to create a more robust device.
Much attention has been paid to attrack private companies to pick up
the development into a commercial product. A system supplied by a
private firm was tested simultaneous1y with the R1VO-system on FRV
1S1S and tested further on the commercial vessel GO-65 at the end of
the year. Sole catches cou1d be improved by some 30 %, whereas p1aice
catches fell short by some 50 % and tarbot by some 15 %. The introduction in the Dutch beamtraw1 fleet is not possib1e as a consequence
of a ban on e1ectric fishing by the Duth Government.
Beam twin trawls

(

•

Apart from the rep1acement of chains there are other ways to reduce
the drag of beamtraw1s, like a reduction in their total twine area •
This was done by splitting up the nets into two sma11er nets or one
net with two separate and shorter cod-ends.
A reduction in twine area of 50 % led to a drag reduction of 10 %.
Such net-configurations did not resu1ts in lower catches.
The problem of by-catch of cod in the Dutch beamtraw1 fishery causes
great concern as by-catches of this sector are to such an extent that
little is 1eft for the specia1ised cod-fishers.
Modifications in headline mounting were tried to find out whether
by-catches of cod could be reduced. Due to the tendency of this
species to dive when nets apparoach, the by-catch did indeed decrease
and so did the net drag.
•
Technical fishing gear design studies

A b~p1ane otterboard was dessigned and tested in the F1ume Tank of
Hull with discouraging
results at first due to instability and

unknown optimum warp and backstrop attachment points. Therefore a new
design was made and a bigger model constructed and tested in the tank
of Hirtshals.
The range of possible attachement points was increased and now a
stable set-up could be found. Compared to a Süberkrüb door of equal
total surface area and weight it was clear that a bigger spreading
force can be achieved with abi-plane while its diving capacity turned
out to be similar. Further optimization of this door type will follow.

c
e

Separator panels in midwater trawls can pay off when a distinct
separation of for instance horse-mackerel and herring can be obtained.
Prior to full scale tests a separator panel was mounted in a model of
big meshes trawl GM-2 to analyse the impact on its drag and geometry.
The force distribution along the frame lines was altered dramatically,
with the side frame lines pulled in a V-shape. A way to lead the drag
forces into the gear is to attach a third bridle from the separator
panel front to the upper briddle.
A new design of a midwater pairtrawl was tested with success. Its
shape turned out to be adequate for full scale construction.
INFORMATICA
This year the institute was equipped with a new document-processing
system and a new network-architecture. Various computer-programs were
written and tested for people in or outside the department. Good
progress was made in implementing a system to scan otoliths with a
computer-driven microdensitometer. Furthermore an experiment was done
to look for shellfish in deeper water using commercially available
sonar equipment. The result were negative as given in TO 87-01.
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Fish Behaviour and Reactions to Fishing

Gear~

The behaviour of cod, saithe and haddock - particularly
in relation to selective devices in trawls was studied by
using a remote controlled TV-vehicle.
The same method was used to evaluate the effect of gear type
and sweep lengths on a demersal sampling trawl. Size- and
species composition of catches by demersal trawl and pelagic
trawl opera ted on bottom were compared.
Effects of trawl selectivity are being investigated and
quantified through use of a high frequency scanning sonar.

(
~

Further investigations on fish reaction to different
light stimuli has shown that scattered layers of both feeding
and spawning herring may be concentrated and guided by use of
over - and/or underwater light.
Studies of herring behaviour in relation to vessel and
gear in purse seining have shown that the movement of herring
schools during the catching process may be predicted.
Trials have shown that both herring and mackerel are
herded by large (150 mm stretched) meshes in the last part of
purse seines. The observations were donewith a SIMRAD FS3300
sonar which proved to be a very good tool for observation of

,

2

school behaviour and net geometry.
Underwater observations of longline gear 1n the field
have comprised studies'of hooking behaviour (tusk)
and bait
predation by different species.
Selective fishing.
The work on selective fishing has included:
Fishing

trials with separating

panels in new types of

shrimp trawls.

4t

Funnel arrangements in the belly of shrimp trawls to improve size selectivity of shrimp. The arangement gave better
selective properties compared with cod end selection.
Experiments
trawls.

with

square

mesh in the codend on shrimp

Development
of
codfish
trawl
with
combined
squarejdiamond meshes in codend, change of trawl design and
increased wing mesh size.
Systematic species differences with height from bottom
have been observed in bottom trawl hauls on cod and haddock.
Effect on selectivity of codend of material (PA and PE),
round straps and length of panels
TV-monitored during comparative

in 2-panel codends were
trials based on a modified

trouser codend .method. The selectivity of PA and PE codends
was similar, while the 50 % roundstrap experiments gave inconclusive results. A shorter upper panel
codends had a negative effect on selectivity.
In

in

two

panel

longline experiments, artificial bait caught larger

cod compared with natuaral bait. This seerns to be
of larger size of artificial baits.

an

effect.

(

J

~rovcmcnts

of fishing gear and methods.

Significant

catch improvements are obtained in rnechan-

ized longlining by swivel connected snoods and a more

effec-

tive hook type.
A new artificial bait has

been

tested

with

promising

results for cod and tusk.
Preliminary studies indicate that bait predation by

(

•

birds

might

have

a

sea

severe negative effect on the catching

power of longlines.
Full scale trials with collapsible fish traps have given
promising results for tusk (Brosme brosme).
Development of high opening bottom trawls is continued.
Trawl gear of used types is tested for rough bottom trawling.
Danish seine operation is observed by underwater TV.
Sinking

•

speed experiments are conducted on purse seine

with different gear parametres. Sinking speed was maintained
using less lead weight when combined with larger mesh size .

other relevant activities.
In a project aimed at exploring the feasibility of using
wild cod fry as seed fish in aquaculture, O-group NE-Arctic
cod in August-Septembre were found concentrated in shallow
waters occurring in small, nearbottom schools which could be
easily located with a commercial echosounder. Aimed fishing
with

asmall-meshed

danish seine produced

catches

20 000 per haul. This suggests that also for such small

"blindtl,
rcsults.

randorn· survey' fishing

up

to
fish

may give rather mislei\ding

\-Jor.}~

plll:"pOSe

on tc>:tilc m;ltcl-j;!l
continllcd,

il:lplying

pr'opcrtic:;
rishing

for.

fishing

g(~i\r

e>:pcriments with dif-

ferent twinc types in cod gillncts in the Lofoten fishery and
some more basic studies of textile twine properties and their
applications in fishing ncts.
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Discard experiments have beenconducted on prawn trawls to compare catches Crom codends
of diCCerent design .. with a short extension, with {ewer meshes l"oUnd the CircumCerence
(narro~), with square mesh and with longitudinal ropes äIcrig the coderid. Compared to a
standard commercial ccdend signiCicant reductions in dis'cards ef smcl11 Nephrops were feund
with a11 except the narrow .eodend. Observations. of the codends ef seine nets with and
without covers showed that codend selection could cease completely wheri tbe cover er
codend centahied large quantitics of smcl1.1 nsh which masked the codcnd meshes.
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A prctlminary studYUsing mathematlcat simulätion of thc inOuence of codend shapcon
selectivlty waS able to demonstrate tjpic3l features of real selection eurves. The technique
may be used .to. investlgate the. effect on selectivity of design features. A theoretical
lnvestigation wasconducted into the use{uIness of the älternate baul methOdo! estimating
selection paramet<!rs•. Acomparison . was made between.tbecatcbes obtabied in tbe tw.o
sides cf a vertically diVided. trawl.' In almest all of tbe Z4 haulS there was no signiHcant
difference bctween the quantity and distribution of the catcbes in the two codends. The
.tecJmique is being tested as a possible 8lternaÜve to .the covered cede1'1d method for
selectivity measiIrements.
Two cruises were undertaken to investigate tbe efCeci oC environmcntal Cactars on the catch
of nsh sampling geärs. Further cruises are. planned 10 assess, the significarice cf the
variation of catch with sca bed type as weH aS trawl geometry, towing speed and parameters
.deCining visibility.
.
The ,studyof damage to fish cscaplng trom cÖdendä was continued; Scale damage and
survival rates for fish subscquently kept in cages on the sea bed were care{ully monitored
over periods of up to 5Z days. Contro! riSh caußht by barbless hookS on handUnes had a
survival rate of 100%.
Further trials to measure the p~rforrnance or. a ioo hp seine net were co.nducted~ .Tensions
and geometry were meaSured to deternine swept area and gear drag throughout the hä.u1~
More
of commercicl1 pair trawls v.'as obtairied.

film

•

system.

Diving observations were made on atwln "trawl \1Sing a two warp
Fish behaviow. and
the catch bi the two sides of the eear were recorded~ Even small differences in the two nets
due eg to temporarj mendirig caused noticeable diCferences in catcb between the two sides.

The use of ,separator panels b:t fish/prawn tra.wls ha5 nowbeen laken up 1:>y a significant
number of boats in north east Scotland. 85
mesh ia used. in tbe upper nei and 70 mm
mesh in the lower net resulting in major reductions in the discard of small white fish~

mm

Tbe compUter model ef a trawl is bemg develop.ed furlher toimprove representation oC the
constructiön of tbe net. arid to., reduce convergence times. Pielimiiiary measurl!ments of thc
nöw iD codends ärid tde31ised trawls were madet.ö ImproveunderStanding oftbe Oow in nets
both for the model work and for stu1ieS of the basic factors affecting selectivity.

The

~

~

lnveatigation 'of foOd. preferences m cod Inrela.tion . t o line fishb:tg bait selection.bis
contmued. The ·.effect of p~eviouS feedmg . bist()ry on food preference is currently beiog
studied using cl mUltiple cboice experiment with cod.,
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Fishing TechrlOZogy and Fish Behaut.Our Working Group
astend 1988
lTogress Report 1987 - Sweden
SWeden are still without an institute for research in the field
of fisheries technology.

Deuelopment

and research actiuities

are howeuer ongoing but an oueruiew is hard to come by as the
projects are carried

at seueral different institutes and

Uniuersities. In additions deuelopment of fishing gear
trawl door sand vessel design are carried out by private companies
and the results are not published.

The present progress report

is to be regarded as indicative of ongoing activities
rather than giuing an total

overview.

Vesse1. design
Rull design of fishing vessels and studies of ducted proopellers
are carried out to reduce fuelconsumption. A special
project about using catamaran hull in fishing operation is currently
ongoing.

A 12 m catamaran haue been ordered.

The uessel

will be equiped for Nephrops trawling.

Distribution systems of fresh fis h .
A majority of fresh fish landed for human consumption are landed ~n

reusable boxes of 30

01'

40 kg.

The present box system haue "been

critised being costly. 1:neffictiue ana im:oZving to /l;uch iwndling
both onbo<1l'd fishing uesseZs and in subse...; uent distribution to tJle
market.

A container system which could hold 400-500 kg in each box

is considered and the effects on the present distribution and
handling system is studied.

2.

Working condition onboard fishing vessels.
Fishermen are known to be subjected to high risks of short term
and long term damage due to diffieult working condition on a fishing
uessel.

Seueral projeets haue been earried out to identify

high risk

elements in the work and of the equipment used.

·New methods and improued equipment haue been suggested and
implem~nted in the fishing fleet.
special attention haue been
payed to noise reduetion, new equipment for handling boxes,
ergonomie design of working areas onboard a fishing uessel.
A simulator setup are in eonstruetion to study the effeets of
ships mouements on people and equipment under eontrolled
eonditions.

The simulator will be able to simulate mouements

with 6 degrees of jreedom.
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Researchers from the Maine Oepartment of Marine Resources have recently
been engag~cf in two. major fistiing gear, development projects. In one study
they investigated the effects on selectivity of square mesh netting in the
extension section of typical bottom trawls used in the Maine mixed groundfish
(flatfish and demersal roundfish) flsheries. They found that the square mesh
sections hBd no significant effects ori the size distribution of the fish
captured. adeparture from European findirigs. but specuiate that ttiis may be
because of the.larger (90, to 125 mm; stretched) mesh sizes used in their
studY. In another studY they tlsed a -trouser trawl- to compare the
effectiveness of several different stYles of fish separating systems for
shrimp trawls~ These included large mesh panels behind the footrope, sQu~re
mesh netting
in ttie top or bot tom of the
' . in the extension section. openings
',...
extension section, HH panels in the extension leading.upwards towards an
opening~ and a -double funnel- separating section.
Preliminary results
showed that the HH panel yielded ttie best fish escapement, but lost a large
proportion of the shrimp and was troutilesometo use becBuse it Quickly
pI~gged witti fisti and debris •. Thedouble funnel flsh sep~rator ~uccessfully
s~ed out more than 50% of the fish with some shrimp loss.
It was noted
th~ funnel spacing was critical to both fish escapement and shrimp loss.
Nets with fish escape openings, but no leading panels, showed iower levels of
both fish escape and shrimp loss.
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The Center for Fisheries Engineering Research at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology has been active in several aspects of fishing ge ar
development.· The Center coordinates ali gear testing and fishermen's
'training sessions at the U. S. Navy's hYdrodynamics laborat~ry near Bethesda,
Maryiand, end has continued efforts to refine methodology and instrumentation
to facilitate gear research activities ttiere. The 52-ft (16-m) wide towing
basin proved particularly useful for observations of complete trawl systems
(net, bridles. sweeps. doors, end warps) in large scale (1:5L thus reducing
many of the inherent scaling inaccuracies encountered in model studies. MIT
also is leading an effort to develop a portable. low-cost towed ROV System
for observing trawls and other toued gears during fishing operations. Ttie
prototype System has shoun promising results during field trials (inciudin9
o~rvations of the shrimp/fisti separators tested in Maine) and is undergoin~
further development. Center investigators evaluated various means for
.damping the rolling motion of models of typical trawler hUIIs, and ranked the
roil~damping effectiveness of passive bilge fins; paravanes. and bilge keels
in that order.
rither gear research actlvities inthe Norttieast r~gion have been carried
out by various Federal and state agencies and universities. These include
work on enhancing ttie selectivity of scallop geer. reducing the impact of
~9host-fishing· by lost gillnets. and evaluating the fishing pouer ot
sampling gear used for resource assessment: Several public agencies and at
least orie private gear builder have purchased trawl instrumentation systems
which '..:Iui be taken' from vessel to vessei to evaluate gear performance and
identifY problems or areas ~tiere efficiency might be improved. A
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manufacturer of ropes end cordoge has cooperated in triels of warps ond
rigging made from Kevlor, with promising results.
Southeast Region
Most of the groups conducting gear research and development activities
in the southeastern United States are involved in work on Turtle Excluder
Oevices or TED's. Use,of TEO's has recently become Mondatory for most
commercial shrimp trawlers in this region~ and 0 number of alternetive TED
designs have been certified as meeting federal standards of effectiveness~
However, most of the designs approved to date re~y on io~~ sort of rigid or
semi-rigid framework, and thus are not fullY acceptable to tishermen who
would prefer to use a ·soft· .design.built entirelY ofropes and/or netting.
All of the TED's, whether rigid or soft, sUffer from impaired effectiveness
or unacceptable shrimp loss if they be co me clogged with sea grasses or other
debris. Most current efforts are aimed at finding designs that overcome
. these problems.

-

In addition to its responsibiiities tor developing and evaiuating TED
designs, the Harvesting Systems group at the National Marine Fisheries
Service's Mlssissippi Laboratories has been conducting research on sempling
end harvesting gear for· latent resources in the Gulf of Mexico. These fishes
are generally small (less than 20 cm); fast-swimming herring- or
mackerel-like species, end have proven Very difficult to, catch with any of
the types of fishing gear commonlY used in this area. This group has
undertaken efforts to identifY or develop gear suitable for harvesting these
species~
In addition to at-sea fishing trials; they have directlY evaluated
gear performance and flsh re~ctions through visual observations by divers
and/or ROV's, as weIl as various hydroacoustic instrumentation systems.
Several types of net have been identified that can etfectively capture these
fish, but it has proven somewhat more difficult to contai" the fish during
haulback operations; compelling the group to develop special ·fish valves·
(slmilar in concept to flappers) that will prevent their escape.

~

Other tOPics of research in this region include studies of trawl
efficiency and selectivity, fishing vessel safety, alternative ge ar
development; arid fuel conservation.

Southuest Region
.The author i5 not auare of any fishing gear research taking place in
this region, other than some efforts conducted in HBuaii and targetted on
artisanal fisheries and fish aggregatin~ devices.
arid Alaska Regions
The majority of fishing gear research end development taking place in
this region hasbeen carried out bY private industry. or by private industry
with Government assistance. The principal exampie i5 the crab bycatch .
.
reduction project to be reported in more detail ot this meeting. In SUmmary;
duririg this project investigators reviewed the geor types most commoniy used
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.odifYlngthem to reducebycatches of crab, which are protected from trawling
in these fisheries. Designs were developed fo~ possible creb-sorting devices
thot would be co.potible with existing geer end fishing practices. Models of
the conventional and modltied nets were constructed. alono with scole doors
andOrigging, ond taken to t~e ti~ ~. N~vy's ~ydrodynamics laboratory tor
testing in the circuloting water channel and the model towing basin.
Following the model studies fuil-size ge ar was built and furnished to
commercial vessels which ~ad volunteered to participate in a controlled
comparative tishing experiment carriedoout in the fall of1987. Ouring the .
experiment an ROV was used to observe the performance of the experimental and
control gear types. and to observe the reactions of fishto the gear.
Results from the study s~owed that both of the crab-sorting devices tested
reduced crab bycatch, although one reduced fish catch per ho ur by 40%, w~ile
the other lost no fish but was not effective at expelling smaller crobs.
Despite the shortcomings of both of these Systems, numerous tishermen have
·purchased and installed one'or both in their nets tor the 1988 fishery.

Experiments continue with Kevlar and other exotic fibers 8S ~aterials
for fishing gear. In general these fiber~ have performed weIl, yielding the
~esired strength and/or reduced towing resistance~ However, despite their
~any desirable properties their durability has not been great enough to
. overcome resistance to their high cost.
Some gear-related researc~ is being undertaken by public agencies or
universities. In Aiaska the Fishery Industrial Technology Center (affiliated
with the University of Alaska) is continuing its studies of fish reactions to
trawls with the goal of reducing bycatches of Pacific halibut (Hippoolossus
stenolepis) in groundfish trawls. The Fisheries Research Institute at the
University of ~ashington is leading an effort to determine mesh selection
parameters for codends used in the mixed rockfish (Sebastes sPP.) fisheries
off the coasts of Californio, Oregon, and ~ashington states.

